Today we are going to throwback to the good old days with some classic stories and songs! You don't have to always read, write, sing or play something new. As long as you are having fun together kids will love it. Making reading fun will build their enthusiasm for reading and foster a lifelong love of reading.

**LETTER OF THE DAY:**

**B**

**SONGS**

**Hello, Friend**
Hello, friend
Hello, friend
Hello, friend
It's time to say hello

**The Wheels on the Bus:**
The wheels on the bus go round and round
Round and round
Round and round
The wheels on the bus go round and round
All through the town

Wipers - Swish, swish, swish
Horn - Beep, beep, beep
Doors - Open and shut

**Popcorn Song**
Popcorn Kernels, Popcorn kernels
(wave scarves in front of you)
In the pot
(make their scarves 'disappear' by bunching them up in their fists)
Shake them shake them shake them
(shake)
'til they POP!
(Toss scarves up into the air)

**We Shake and We Shake**
We shake and we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we shake and we shake and we shake and we shake and we stop.
Some new ways to say goodbye!

 Bye, bye butterfly.

 See ya later alligator.

 Give a hug ladybug.

 Blow a kiss jellyfish.

 Be sweet parakeet.